
https://youtu.be/z2xaBqgiv_M (Please listen to this with the

story)

The scene opens with a small shuttle floating in space,
gradually being pulled into a local black hole. The vessel
appears to be long since out of commission with nothing but an
emblem on its side to identify it. Within the craft is a small
crew long since deceased and a lone robot. The robot is small in
stature, imagine E.V.A. from “Wall-E” in every likeness. The
story starts with the robot looking out one of the windows at
the back of the ship staring directly at the black hole.

Robot

(begins to hum a melancholy cadence to the tune of Danny Boy)

The robot leaves the window and begins moving towards the

front of the shuttle. As they maneuver past the crew, we’re able

to see more detail on the conditions of the fallen crew as well

as the environment. There’s 4 total in the room, all wearing

nearly identical suits with slight variations indicating rank

and class. Two have apparent stab wounds with one found in a

wall mounted cot and the other on the floor. One with its throat

cut laying against the wall, and one with bulged red eyes laid

on their back. The robot takes no glances at them and continues

to the front of the vessel. On their way there they pass by a

picture frame showing 5 crew members and the robot being held by

one of them, standing outside the shuttle each with a smile on

their face. The robot stops and stares at the photo for what

feels like an eternity. It reaches out to grab the picture frame

and brings it with them to the front of the ship.

Once they reach the front of the ship the command console

is seen as well as the pilot's chair. The robot makes its way to

the command console and a blinking danger sign is seen on the

HUD of the console. On one of the other monitors is a message

stating “Failed Transmission.” The robot makes its way over to

the monitor and interacts with it prompting a playback to start.

https://youtu.be/z2xaBqgiv_M


Robot

(The humming lowers in volume)

We see a recorded video message of one of the crew members.

There’s sorrow in their voice and a shaky tone.

Mystery Crew Member

“I don’t think anyone will see this, but in case please know

that this is not an admittance of guilt. The mission objective

was clear from the beginning: deliver the robot to the black

hole at any cost. What happened during this journey was far

worse than any nightmare I could have imagined. I would have

preferred suffocating in the vacuum of space…” (The member stops

for a moment, reflecting on the statement just made) “...I did

what was needed to ensure the objective was completed. Maybe God

will find mercy on me. (Sighs) Maybe my judgment is yet to come.

Whatever is left of my life, know that the mission is complete.

(The transmission ends)

The robot continues staring at the monitor as if it was

processing what was just shown. Eventually a siren goes off

within the shuttle and the HUD turns a solid red reading:

“BLACK HOLE IMMINENT! 2 MINUTES UNTIL CONVERGENCE!”

The robot makes its way back over to the command console and

interacts with it and shortly after the siren is turned off and

the HUD is disabled. From the front of the vessel we see a clear

view of the black hole. The robot, still holding the picture

frame, looks at the pilot's chair and reveals a crew member.

There’s no visible wounds on them, but life has surely left

their body long ago. The robot propels themselves up and into



the crew member’s lap and holds the picture frame in front of

themselves, as if to get one last glance. The gravity of the

black hole increases and the vessel is hurdled closer and closer

into its grasps. The robot nests itself into the crew member’s

lap further and begins to hum Danny Boy at a higher volume than

before.

The scene closes with Danny Boy being hummed as the ship
disappears into the black hole.

Fade to black


